PRO PEDAL
Customizable Foot Throttle Control for high performance boats.

EASILY adjustable idle
EASY cable install with all hardware
12 1/2 DEGREES FORWARD FOR COMFORTABLE IDLE POSITION
**PRO-PEDAL KEY FEATURES**

- A foot throttle that will accept all types of 30 series control cables.
- The cable attachment is concealed in a protected case to prevent from debris.
- The unique cable mounting system allows quick connection.
- Driver comfort is enhanced by angling the idle start position forward.
- Easy to adjust pedal idle start position.
- Unique wedge feature under the front of the pedal to prevent items from becoming jammed.
- Toe hook at the top of the pedal to allow the driver to manually pull the throttle back to idle if required.
- Robust stainless steel torsion spring to provide a long life.
- Adjustable slider plate with unique spring loaded feature which allows the driver to slide the pedal back and forth with just one hand.
- All mounting and assembly fasteners have self-locking features.
- These combined features of the Pro-Pedal amount to a 40% time savings during installation.
- The pedal is made of reliable rugged A380 aluminum.

---

**CABLE ROUTE TO FRONT**

**CABLE ROUTE UP TO CONSOLE**

**CABLE ROUTE TO BACK**

**Spring tension adjust**

**WOT end-stop adjustment**

**Idle end-stop adjustment**

**Spring-loaded Slide Mount Release**

**Wedge to remove debris**

---

12.5° angle, for a more comfortable foot position when operating at slow speeds.

Robust torsion spring positioned at the hinge point of the throttle provides greatly improved reliability.

Pedal position and travel can be easily adjusted to match the ergonomics of the driver while still providing full idle-to-WOT control.